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The Role of India in Human Culture

The Oxford University had done a marvelous work in early part of 20th century, a book name An Outline History Of The World: By H.A. Davies, in 1928,...This edition had gone under many editions reprint's. The Author was fortunate enough to great a copy of the book published 1959.

The book is divided in 2 parts, in the 1st chapter of the 1st part, in the conclusion H.A Davis, write thus:-

“Civilization implies settlement in definite territories, the building of cities, the evaluation of ordered methods of government, the development of trade and commerce, and a capacity for progress which is unrestricted. The absence of writing and ships were two things which made it impossible for the men of the stone Ages to progress beyond a certain point; but while the inhabitants of Europe were still laboring under these disadvantages, in other parts of the world men had actually evolved civilizations of modern times. The earliest civilizations were those which sprang up in Egypt, Babylonia, China, India, and of these the Egyptian and the Babylonian appear to be the oldest. It is not as yet at all certain which preceded the other, and the problem of the extent to which one ancient civilization affected another also awaits solution. It is possible that they were all indigenous and grew up out of their own roots.”

H.A Davis concluded this book by mentioning:-

“Real progress is almost invariably the result of attempts to attain the apparently unattainable.”

The knowledge which is acquired from teachers and from books is imitative, repetitive, derivative and educative. Another knowledge which above this type of knowledge is intuitive.

Intuitive Knowledge is got through Yogic process and there are many types of Yoga’s. Through yoganic process the rise of Kundlini take place to reach different types of Samadhi.

Samadhi means “A particular of type of consciousness reach through any Yogic path.”

The Vedic culture builds with cosmic truth and their fore Universal.
The Vedic Rishi’s Address themselves Arya and they saying In “Ruk Veda: - Krubantu Viswa Aryanam “

Manu the 1st Law giver gives:-In his Manu Srumti, -(10/43.44),within these days for Archeological discovery and finding it’s known that the descendents and Vedic Rishi’s of Disciples, had civilized all over the ancient world,

American scholars:-G. Feuerstein, S. Kak, and David Fridley: - In search of the cradle of Civilization.

“Echoes of the Romantic movement can be found in the work of Max Mueller ,who admitted to having derived an important .Through remaining committed to this Christian roots ,Mueller was a lifelong Champion of Indic culture .Swami Vivekananda ,who visited then aged German savant in his home in England ,said of him: “What love does he bear towards India! I wish I had a hundredth part of that love for my own motherland!” Toward the end of his life Muller wrote;

“We all come from East----all that we value most as come to us from the East, and in going to the East ....everybody ought to feel that he is going to his ‘old home ,’full of memories ,if only he can read them.”

I concluded by coating American Historian Will Durant.

“India was the motherland of our race and Sanskrit the mother of Europe’s languages. She was the mother of our philosophy, through the village communities of self Government and democracy Mother India in many ways is the mother of us all”

___Will Durant...

“Hare Krishna”
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